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ABSTRACT. We consider the following question. When is there a compactifi-

cation GQ of a locally compact group G (recall that a compact group GQ is a

compactification of G if there is a continuous homomorphism cb: G — Gq so that

4>(G) is dense in G) with continuous homomorphism <j>: G —• Gn with the property

that \gv\ is uniformly distributed in G if and only if {^(g^)! is uniformly distrib-

uted in Gq? Such a compactification Gn is called a D-compactification of G. We

obtain a solution to this problem and thereby generalize to locally compact groups

some results of Berg, Rajagopalan, and Rubel concerning D-compactifications of

locally compact abelian groups.

Introduction. In the first section we discuss compactifications of locally

compact groups in terms of the maximal ideal spaces of associated function alge-

bras and we introduce the notion of almost closed sets of finite dimensional uni-

tary representations. In the second section we develop some of the standard ideas

concerning compactifications to obtain some preliminary lemmas relating almost

closed subsets of finite dimensional unitary representations and compactifications

of locally compact groups. In the third section we use the machinery developed

in the first two sections to obtain results concerning the existence and uniqueness

of D-compactifications for locally compact groups which admit uniformly distribu-

ted sequences. A generalization of the key lemma of [l] plays a crucial role in

the proof of these results. We shall use the definitions and notation which appear

in [1].

1. Preliminary definitions and results. We now present some ideas which are

useful in discussing compactifications of locally compact groups.

We observe that for each representation p in R(G) [1, §1] the conjugate p

defined by p(g) = pig) for each g in G is also in R(G).

Let S C R(G). By S we mean \p\ p e S\. Let A(S) denote the algebra gener-

ated by the m.a.i. functions [l, § l] from representations in S U S. Let BA(5) de-

note the closure of A(5) with respect to the uniform norm. We shall call BA(5)

the Banach algebra generated by S.
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Let / be any complex valued function defined on a topological group GQ. The

function fb is defined by fAx) = f(xb) for a fixed b in GQ and is called the

right translate of f by b. The function Jb is defined by afbix) = fiaxb) for all

x in GQ and is called the mixed translate of f by a and b. The translates of

the finite dimensional unitary representations of a locally compact group G are

defined in the obvious way. An algebra A of functions on GQ is translation in-

variant if for each / e A and each a, b e GQ, Jbe A.

Remark. Let p{. e A(S) be a m.a.i. function of some representation p in 5u

S and let a,b eG. Then the function (aPj),-y lies in the subspace generated by

the m.a.i. functions of p and (apfc),; e A(S). Indeed, for each xeG

m

(<aVx)" 5- Pikia)psi{b)pks{x)'
s,k= 1

The Banach algebra generated by S, BA(S), is a commutative translation in-

variant algebra with an identity and conjugation as an involution. Indeed, from the

preceding remark it follows that A(S) is translation invariant. We then use the

fact that A(5) is dense in BA(S) to show that BA(S) is translation invariant.

A continuous complex valued function / on GQ is almost periodic if the

closure in the uniform norm of \f \ a eG0\ is compact. We denote the set of all

almost periodic functions on GQ by AP(G0).

From Loomis [5, Theorem, p. 88] we see that BA(5) is isomorphically iso-

metric to C(MS), the continuous functions on the compact Hausdorff space Ms of

its maximal ideals. The existence of a continuous homomorphism a taking G in-

to Ms so that a(G) is dense in Ms is clear. It is not obvious, however, that Ms

is actually a compactification of G. We have a situation similar to that in Loomis

[5, §41] which is a discussion of the Bohr compactification of a topological

group.

(1.1) Lemma. Let G be a locally compact group and let S C R{G). Form

BA(S), the Banach algebra generated by S. The maximal ideal space Mc of BA(S)

is a compactification of G and is unique up to isometric isomorphism.

Proof. We show first that each m.a.i. function from a representation in S is

almost periodic. Let peS be of dimension m. Define T: pa —■ [(pB),-y]« The map-

ping is 1 to 1 so that T~ 1 exists. Then

\\Tipa)- Tipb)\\ = iT-KKp.)^- r-H[(p4)y])|.

From this equality it follows that T and T~1 are continuous. In addition T~1 is

linear. Let U = {[(pfl)j..] | a e Gj. There exists a unique continuous extension of

T~1 to U. Because p is unitary, U is a bounded subset of the set U(m) oimxm

unitary matrices. Hence U is Compact. The set T~ l(U) is compact and therefore

closed. Let V = \pa \ a e G], Since V CT~ l(Ü), V is compact.
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We define a projection mapping P^.: pfl —» (pa),;- • Since the mapping P.. is

linear and continuous, there exists a unique continuous extension to V. The set

Ptj(V) is compact and hence closed. The set U is a closed subset of and

therefore is compact. Thus p^ is almost periodic. By similar reasoning, p^. is al-

so almost periodic. Therefore each generator of the algebra A{S) lies in AP{G).

Since AP(G) is itself closed with respect to the uniform norm and contains A{S),

AP(G) contains BA(S).

By using reasoning very similar to Loomis [5, §41] we see that the maximal

ideal space M of any translation invariant closed subalgebra A of AP(G) is a

compactification of G and is unique up to isometric isomorphism. We complete the

proof by observing that BA(S) is a translation invariant closed subalgebra of

AP(G).

(1.2) Notation. Let S C R{G). We shall denote the compactification of G ob-

tained as the maximal ideal space of BA(S) by G^. We note that it is possible to

have two distinct subsets SQ and Sj of R(G) such that BA(S0) = BA(Sj). Then,

of course, Gr  = Gr .
'So Sj

The construction given yields all compactifications of G. That is, each com-

pactification of G can be thought of as the maximal ideal space of some transla-

tion invariant Banach algebra with an involution and an identity which is genera-

ted by the m.a.i. functions of some subset of R(G).

We now give some examples of compactifications of G. The Bohr compactifi-

cation of G is the maximal ideal space of AP{G). It may be considered as the

maximal ideal space of BA{R{G)) and is isomorphically isometric to GR^Cy The

trivial compactification |0} may be obtained as the maximal ideal space of

BA{{p\) where p is the trivial representation of G; that is, p(G) = 1. The next

example is a generalization to locally compact groups of the notion of periodic

compactification found in [2]. Form BA(P), the Banach algebra generated by P,

the periodic irreducible unitary representations of G [1], The maximal ideal space

Gp of BA{P) is called the periodic compactification of G.

If G is abelian, we can obtain Gp as the compact dual of the discrete sub-

group of G~ generated by the periodic characters of G, see [2, p. 436].

We now introduce some definitions.

(1.3) Definition. Let 5 be a subset of finite dimensional (not necessarily ir-

reducible) unitary representations of a locally compact group G. If the product of

any two m.a.i. functions from representations in 5 is a finite linear combination

of m.a.i. functions from representations in 5 we say that the m.a.i. functions from

representations in 5 are almost closed with respect to products. If the conjugate

of each m.a.i. function from a representation in 5 is a finite linear combination of

m.a.i. functions from representations in S we say that the m.a.i. functions of rep-

resentations in S are almost closed with respect to conjugation.
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(1.4) Definition. A set S of finite dimensional unitary representations of a

locally compact group G is an AC (almost closed) set if the m.a.i. functions of

representations in S are almost closed with respect to products and conjugation.

Remark. For a slightly different approach, it is possible to define a type of

multiplication x on R(G) and then for each subset S C R(G) consider the smallest

subset of R{G) containing 5 which is closed with respect to x and conjugation.

For example, for compact G see Hewitt and Ross [4] and in particular [4, Defini-

tion 27.35].

We now state our main result.

Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group which admits a u.d. sequence and

let P be an AC subset of R(G), Then a sequence \x^\ in G is u.d. if and only

if {cfiixj)] the image of \xv\ under the natural homomorphism from G into Gp is

u.d. in Gp. In addition, Gp is the only compactification of G which is a D-com-

pactification. If P is not an AC subset of R(G) then there is no D-compactifi-

cation.

2. AC subsets of finite dimensional unitary representations. The definitions

and lemmas which follow yield three different characterizations of AC subsets of

finite dimensional unitary representations of a locally compact group G.

(2.1) Lemma. Let S be an AC subset of the finite dimensional unitary rep-

resentations of G. Then each j e A(S) can be expressed as a finite linear combin-

ation of m.a.i. functions from representations in S.

Proof. It suffices to show that products of the form f\f 2 " ' fk wnere each

/,•» 1 S 'S ^> *s a fn.a.i. function from some p in 5 or is a conjugate of a m.a.i.

function from some p in S are finite linear combinations of m.a.i. functions from

representations in S. Any product of m.a.i. functions from representations in S is

a linear combination of m.a.i. functions from representations in S. This follows

by an induction argument on the number n of nontrivial factors which appear in

a product as m.a.i. functions from representations in S. By similar reasoning, any

product of conjugates of m.a.i. functions from representations in S is also a lin-

ear combination of m.a.i. functions from representations in S. We write /j/2 •••

fk as fg where / is a product of m.a.i. functions from representations in 5 and

g is a product of conjugates of m.a.i. functions which are not themselves m.a.i.

functions from representations in S. From the fact that the m.a.i. functions from

representations in S are almost closed with respect to products it follows that fg

is a finite linear combination of m.a.i. functions from representations in S.

Remark. As a consequence of Lemma (2.1), an AC subset S of finite dimen-

sional unitary representations of G all of whose nontrivial m.a.i. functions are

orthogonal to 1 contains the trivial representation. Indeed, let p be a member of
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S of dimension m and suppose that p = [p,--]. The function llm_lpi.pik e A{S).

Since p is unitary,        pik pilt = 1« The function 1 by Lemma (2.1) is a finite lin-

ear combination of m.a.i. functions from representations in S. This is only pos-

sible if 1 e S. As a special case, we observe that an AC subset of R(G) contains

the trivial representation.

(2.2) Notation. Let S C R(G). Then T(S) is the set of all finite tensor pro-

ducts of members of S. It is well known that the tensor product of two finite di-

mensional irreducible unitary representations is a finite dimensional representa-

tion, for example, see [6, p. 436], The tensor product representation may or may

not be reducible.

(2.3) Definition. Let S C R(G) and form T(S). A representation p of R(G) is

said to be obtained from T(S) if there exists a a e T(S) with a reduction in terms

of irreducible unitary representations at least one of which is equivalent to p.

The lemma which follows is our first characterization of AC subsets of

R(G).

(2.4) Le mm a. Lcr S C R(G). The set S is an AC subset of R(G) if and only

if the finite dimensional irreducible unitary representations of G which can be

obtained from T(S U S ) lie in S.

Proof. Suppose that S is an AC subset of R(G) and that there exists a rep-

resentation p obtained from T(S U S) which does not lie in S. There exists a

a € T(5 U S ) and a^, c2, • • • ,ok each of which is in R{G) and a constant unitary

matrix c so that

In addition, p is equivalent to ai for some i, 1 < i < k. Each m.a.i. function of

a. lies in A(T(S U S)). Therefore any m.a.i. function / of p is a finite linear

combination of members of A(T(5 U S)) and hence lies in A{T(S U S)). Since

A(S) = A(T{S US)) and S is an AC subset of R{G), f is a finite linear combina-

tion of m.a.i. functions from representations in S by Lemma (2.1). This is not pos-

sible because any m.a.i. function of a member of R(,G) not in 5 is orthogonal to

all m.a.i. functions of representations in 5.

Next, let us assume that the irreducible unitary representations of G which

can be obtained from T(S U 5) lie in 5. Let / and g be m.a.i. functions of p

and a which are (not necessarily distinct) representations in S. Then fg is a

m.a.i. function of p ® a in T(S U S). There exist ffj, ct,,' • • ,o~k each of which is

in S and a constant unitary matrix c such that
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p ® a = c

Therefore fg is a finite linear combination of m.a.i. functions from representations

in S. Thus the m.a.i. functions from representations in S are almost closed with

respect to products. For each p e S,pe T(S U S) n R(G). Since p is a member of

R{G) which is obtained from T(S U 5), peS. It follows that the m.a.i. functions

from representations in S are almost closed with respect to conjugation. There-

fore S is an AC subset of R{G).

Remark. Lemma (2.4) gives a characterization of AC subsets of R(G) in terms

of tensor products. The tensor product formulation is a more natural generalization

of the analogue to AC subsets of R{G) in the case that G is abelian. It is easily

seen that if G is abelian, the AC subsets of the character group G  are exactly

the subgroups of G . If G is abelian Lemma (2.4) reads as follows:

Let S C G . The set S is an AC subset of G  if and only if the characters

in 5 are closed with respect to products and inverses; that is, if and only if S is

a subgroup of G .

For purposes of proof, AC subsets of R(G) are very easy to work with direct-

ly in terms of their definition and we shall use the definition rather than the ten-

sor product characterization in the lemmas which follow.

(2.5) Lemma. Let S be a subset of R(G). The Banach algebra BA{S) contains

only those m.a.i. functions from representations in R{G) which lie in S if and on-

ly if S is an AC subset of R(G).

Proof. Assume that S is an AC subset of R(G). Suppose g is a m.a.i. func-

tion from some representation p in R{G) - S and that g e BA(S). Since A(S) is

dense in BA(S), given any e > 0 there exists fQ £ A(S) such that |g(x) - fQ{x) \ <e

for all x in G. By Lemma (2.1) there exist complex numbers an, a,,.• •, am and

nontrivial m.a.i. functions gj, g2, • • • ,gm from representations in S such that

/0 = aQ +       aigj.. Let us consider g and each g; as functions on the com-

pactification Gs and let p be normalized Haar measure on Gr. Set

m

g{x) = f(x)+a0+2Z a.g..
i= 1

The function / is continuous and sup|/(x)| < e. If r is the dimension of the rep-

resentation p 6 R{G) which admits g as a m.a.i. function, then it is known that
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fCsgg dfi= l/fk Select e so that it is less than l/\fr. We have

1/r. Jc g{x)f(x)ay<\\f\\2h\\2<^

This is not possible by the choice of t.

Next, assume that BA{S) contains only those m.a.i. functions from represen-

tations in R(G) which lie in S. It follows that A(S) contains only those m.a.i.

functions from representations in R(G) which lie in S. The m.a.i. functions from

representations in S are almost closed with respect to products. Indeed, let gj

and g2 be m.a.i. functions from representations in 5 and suppose that gjg2 ls

not a linear combination of m.a.i. functions from representations in S. Since R(G)

is itself an AC set, by Lemma (2.1), gl g2 =        clJ. where each f. is a m.a.i.

function from a representation in R(G). At least one such function say f{ does

not come from a representation in S. But then A(S) contains f.   which is a con-

tradiction. By similar reasoning it follows that the m.a.i. functions from represen-

tations in S are almost closed with respect to conjugation. Hence S is an AC

subset of R{G).

Remark. For each p e P it follows that p 6 P. Therefore by Lemma (2.5), the

Banach algebra generated by the periodic representations of R(G), BA(P), con-

tains only those m.a.i. functions from representations in R(G) which lie in P if

and only if the m.a.i. functions from representations in P are almost closed with

respect to products. If G is abelian, then BA(P) contains only periodic charac-

ters if and only if P is a group.

Let G be a locally compact group and let S C R(G). We form Gc, the com-

pactification of G with respect to S. It is sometimes convenient to consider

R(Gj) as a subset of R(G). We note that 5 is then a subset of R{GS). In this set-

ting we have the third and last characterization of AC subsets of R(G).

(2.6) Lemma. Let S C R(G) and let Gs be the compactijication of G with

respect to S. The set S is an AC subset of R(G) if and only if S = R(GS).

Proof. We assume that S is an AC subset of R(G). It is clear from the dis-

cussion on compactifications that BA(S) is topologically isomorphic to C(GC). We

see by the Peter-Weyl theorem that G(G$) is topologically isomorphic to

BA(R{GS)). Thus BA{S) is topologically isomorphic to BA(R(GS)). By Lemma (2.5)

the subset of R(G) all of whose m.a.i. functions lie in BA(S) is exactly S. The

set R(Gj) consists of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representa-

tions of Gc all of whose m.a.i. functions lie in BA(R(Gj)). Therefore S = R(GS).

If 5 = R(GS), then BA(S) = BA{R{GS)). The Banach algebra BA(R(GS)) con-

tains only those m.a.i. functions from representations in R(G) which are m.a.i.
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functions from representations in R(GS). Therefore BA(S) contains only those

m.a.i. functions from representations in R(G) which are m.a.i. functions from repre-

sentations in S. By Lemma (2.5), S is an AC subset of R{G).

3. D-compactifications of locally compact groups which admit uniformly dis-

tributed sequences. In this section we present two preliminary lemmas and a theo-

rem concerning the existence and uniqueness of D -compactifications of locally

compact groups which admit u.d. sequences (these are exactly the K-separable

[l] locally compact groups).

We recall that for each S C R(G) the set T(S) is all finite tensor products of

representations in S. For the notation (p, l*vi), see [l, §l],

(3.1) Lemma. Let G be a locally compact group, let Q be an AC subset of

R(G), and let aeR(G) - Q. Suppose that there exists a sequence \x^\ in G such

that (p, \xji) = 0 for all nontrivial p e Q. Form BA{Q U {a\), the Banach algebra

generated by Q u{a] and let M = ^Qu\a\> the compactification of G with respect

to QU |a!. Let S be that subset of R{G) whose representations we identify with

those of R{M). Then there is a sequence \hv\ in G such that for each nontrivial

m.a.i. function g from a representation in S,(g, \bji) exists and equals 0.

Proof. We start by proving that there exists a sequence \yjl in G such that

for each nontrivial m.a.i. function / from a representation p e T(Q U {a\ U \ö\)

there is a yv € \yv\ such that f{yv) a 1. For each m.a.i. function / from a non-

trivial p in Q there is an xv in 1x^1 such that /(x ) 4 1. Let a be the continu-

ous homomorphism mapping G into its compactification Gq. By Lemma (2.6),

R(Gq) = Q. Then (p, [xj) = 0 for all nontrivial p e Q implies that (p, \a(xv)\) = 0

for all nontrivial p € R(Gq). Thus {a(xv)| satisfies the Weyl criterion for compact

groups [l, § l] and japc^)! is u.d. in Gq. On a compact group a u.d. sequence is

dense. Therefore {a(xv)| = Gq. For each pair of continuous complex valued func-

tions / , g on Gq there is an x^ such that / (a(x^)) ^ g (a(x^)). If / and g are

the functions in BA{Q) corresponding to / and g respectively, then /(x^) ^

We now construct a sequence which separates the nontrivial m.a.i. functions

from representations in T(Q U m U }äl) from 1. Let

m+ 1 'm + 2

°  2 ° 1
m -m+1        m -m+2

2m

... a
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A m.a.i. function from a representation in T(Q U \a\ U \a\) can be written as

g      j or"'ö*' where nf and ki are nonnegative integers for each /' and geBA(Q

is a product of nonnegative powers of m.a.i. functions from representations in Q.

For all g e BA(Q) except at most one, there exists xv in {x^j such that

i= 1

Indeed, suppose that g0 and gj e BA(Q) and

m , n k

«oW> n       =^ n=1
;= l i= l

for all %v e {x^}. It follows that g0(xv) = ßi^) f°r a^ *„ in 1*^1 and hence

By adjoining one more element w of G to \xv\ we obtain a set separating

each m.a.i. function of the form g II™= jOv '5 .' from 1. As n. and k. run through

all nonnegative integers we obtain all possible m.a.i. functions from representa-

tions in TiQ U \a\ U [a\). For each 2ra2-tuple of nonnegative integers we adjoin

at most a single element w(n.,      — ,n 7) to \x \ so as to

obtain a countable set \yv\ in G which separates all nontrivial m.a.i. functions

from representations in T(Q U \a\ U {50 from 1. Let H be the countable subgroup

generated by {yvl. By [l, Lemma 3.3] there exists a sequence \hv\ in H such

that(/, i^l) = 0 for each nontrivial m.a.i. function / from a representation in

r(öuMu{5!).
We observe that all nontrivial m.a.i. functions in T(Q U \o] U      are ortho-

gonal to 1. It is a straightforward matter to verify that T(Q U {ffj U \<J\) is an AC

subset of the finite dimensional unitary representations of G. By Lemma (2.1) each

function in A(T(Q u\a\ u \ä\)) is a finite linear combination of m.a.i. functions from rep-

resentations in T(Q u {ff! u \ä\). Since A(Q u M - A(T(Q u \a] u Iff!)), for each / e

A(Q U ja)) which is orthogonal to 1, there exist scalars a j, a2, • • •,     and non-

trivial m.a.i. functions /j, /2, • • •,/ from representations in 7(2 U \a\ U |ct|)

such that / = l*ml a.f.. Then, (/, \hj) = 2*=1 a .</., fAj) = 0.

It follows from the fact that A(Q U \a\) is dense in BA(Q U \o\) that

(g.        = 0 f°r each g e BA(Q U jai) which is orthogonal to 1. We complete the

proof by observing that each nontrivial m.a.i. function from a representation in S

is an element of BA(Q U jo"|) which is orthogonal to 1.

Remark. It may be of interest to compare Lemma (3.1) with the abelian ana-

logue [2, Lemma 2.2, p. 440].

(3.2) Lemma. Let H be a compact group which admits a u,d, sequence \y \.
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Let a be a nontrivial member of R(H). Then there exists a sequence \xv\ in H

such that (p, \xv\) = 0 for all nontrivial p e R{H) except a and a.

Proof. Let a = [aj}] and set i(i(g) = 1 + {a1 {{g) + 5j j(g))/ 2 for each ge H.

For each p e R(H), f^pif/dp. means the matrix [fH p..if/dp] where p = tpi;] and p

is normalized Haar measure on H.

We now construct the desired sequence 1*^1 in blocks with the nth block

having T n terms. This sequence will have the property that for each complex

valued continuous function / on H,(f, 1x^1) = fH f^dp. For a fixed integer n, let

pvn denote the integral part of nif/(yj). Then |^(yv)/n - Pv„/n2 | < 1/n2. There-

fore,

n

z
Vm 1

The nth block of the sequence Ix^l will be y j, y j, • • • ,y j, y2, y2» * •" tv2*

• •• «y ,y »• • •» y   where y. occurs p.   times as / runs from 1 to n. This block

has Tn terms where Tn = 2"=1 pvn. The sequence {x^\ has the property that

lim      „T /n2 = 1. It follows that for each continuous complex valued function

f on H, the limit of averages of \f{xJ/\ over the blocks in the sequence {x^l is

fH fif/dp. The limit of averages of {/(* )! which terminate at the end of the blocks

of \xv\ is also /H ftfidp. Since Hmn_ + 00Tn+1/(2^_i Tm) = 0, the averages of

{/ {xj)] which terminate in the middle of a block behave in the limit in the same

way as averages which terminate at the end of blocks.

From the orthogonality of the m.a.i. functions from irreducible representations

on a compact group, it is clear that fH ptf/dp = 0 for all nontrivial p in R(H) ex-

cept possibly a and a. Let us assume that fH oxftdp = 0. If ä is a nontrivial

member of R(H) distinct from ct, then /H öifidp. = 0. Therefore if/ is orthogonal to

all p € R(H) except 1. The function 1 - if/ is orthogonal to all representations in

R(H). Thus 1 - iff = 0 and if/ = 1. This is not possible since if/(e) = 2. Therefore

fH aifjdp A 0.
Remark. Compare Lemma (3-2) with its abelian analogue [2, Lemma 3.1,

p. 444].
We now prove the existence and uniqueness theorem concerning Dtompacti-

fications of K-separable locally compact groups.

(3.3) Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group which admits a u.d. se-

quence. Suppose that P, the set of periodic representations, is an AC subset of

R{G). Then the sequence jx^l in G is u.d. if and only if 1^x^)1 the image of

{x^| under the natural homomorphism from G into Gp is u.d. in Gp. That is, Gp

is a D-compactification of G if and only if P is an AC subset of R(G). In addi-

tion, Gp is the only compactification of G which is a D-compactification. If P

is not an AC subset of R(G), there is no D-compactification.

ifiy) p
< 1/n.
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Proof. Assume that P is an AC subset of R(G). By Lemma (2.6) R(Gp) = P.

If we use the Weyl criterion for locally compact groups [l, §l] we see that jx^j is

u.d. in G if and only if \4>{xJ\ is u.d. in Gp.

Suppose that H is another compactification of G. We may identify R(H) with

that subset S C R{G) which is an AC subset of R(G) and which has the property

that the maximal ideal space of BA{S) is H. The set S does not equal P since

equality would imply that H was topologically isomorphic to Gp. Let us assume

first that there exists aeS - P. Let Q = Gp0[a)t that is, Q is the compactifica-

tion of G with respect to P U [a]. By assumption G possesses a u.d. sequence

{x^j. By the Weyl criterion, (p, \%v\) = 0 for all nontrivial peP. Let us consider

R(Q) as a subset of R(G). By Lemma (3.1) there is a sequence \hji in G such that

(g> \b \) = 0 f°r each nontrivial m.a.i. function g from a representation in R(Q).

Hence (p, {*vl) = 0 for all nontrivial p e R(Q). Let <tSq be the natural homomor-

phism sending G into Q. For all nontrivial p e R(G) we have (p, =

<p, {rpQ(^)}) = 0. By the Weyl criterion for compact groups we conclude that

{<Pq(^>v)\ is u.d. in Q. By Lemma (3.2) we may rearrange [4>qQ>v)\ with repetitions

in a new sequence \<pQ(kv)\ so that (p, {«PqU,,)!) = 0 for all nontrivial p € R{Q)

except a and ä but (ct, JfpQ^,,)}) ^ 0. Since (p, t<pQ(*,,)l) = (p, {*„}) for each non-

trivial p e P we see that       is u.d. in G. Let <pH be the natural homomorphism

sending G into /V. Since (a, {AiJ) = < a, i <£,,(&,) j) = (a, \<pQ{kv)}), i<f>H(kv)\ is not

u.d. in H. Therefore S - P = 0.

Suppose next that there is a a€ P - R(H). We recall that {^(x^)} is u.d. in

Gp. We use Lemma (3.2) on \(f>(xv)\ to obtain a new sequence {$(& )! which has

the property that (p, \<f>(kv)\) = 0 for all nontrivial p e P except a and ä and

(a, {<p(kv)\)4 0. The sequence \kv\ is not u.d. in G since (a, U l).= (ff, )})^

0. If eeR{H), then since R(H) is an AC subset of R{G), oe R(H). This is not

possible. Therefore R{H) contains neither a nor 5. It follows that (p, \<f>H{k =

(p, \<p{kv)\)= 0 for all nontrivial p € R(/7). Therefore \<pH(lt )} is u.d. in H. Thus,

if H is a D-compactification of G, R(//) coincides with P.

Suppose that P is not an AC subset of R(G). Let // be any compactifica-

tion of G. We consider R{H) as a subset of R(G). By Lemma (2.6), R(H) is an AC

subset of R(G). Thus the set of irreducible unitary representations of any com-

pactification of G is not equal to P.

Let H be a D-compactification of G and suppose a e R(H) - P. Let {x^l be

u.d. in G and let Q = Gpijj^j. By Lemma (3-1) there exists a sequence {A^i in G

such that (p, !<Pq(*„)I)= 0 for all nontrivial p e R(q). By the Weyl criterion for

compact groups, I0q(Av)I is u.d. in Q. By Lemma (3.2) we may rearrange \<PqU>v)\

with repetitions in a new sequence \*Pq^v)\ so that (p, {<pgUv)})= 0 for all non-

trivial p € R(Q) except a and 5 and (a, \<f>Q{kJ\)4 0. It follows that (p, [kj) =
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(p> I^qC^^)!) = 0 for all nontrivial peP. Thus \kv\ is u.d. in g, but since

(a, \<pH(kv)\) = (a, \<PQ(kv)\) 4 0, \<pH(^v)\ is not u.d. in H. Therefore there is no

a in R{H) - P. Let us assume next that aeP - R{H). Let Q = Gp^^y We use

Lemma (3-2) on {<p(*v)l to obtain a new sequence \<f>{kv)\ which has the property

that it is u.d. in H but \kv\ is not u.d. in G. Therefore there is no D-compactifi-

cation if p is not an AC subset of R(G).

Remark. Let us suppose that g is abelian in the previous theorem. An AC

subset of r(g) (r(g) is now the character group g  of g) is simply a subgroup of

g . The set p is the subset g p of periodic characters of g , see [2, p. 436].

In this setting, the statement and proof of Theorem 3.3 almost coincide with [2,

Theorem 4, p. 445].
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